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Minimize the risk of distant recurrence 
through eradication of micro-metastases 

Enhance the effects of radiation 
through synergistic agents 

 Facilitate planning of RT and to improve 
 local disease control reducing the tumor 
 volume prior to irradiation  

CHEMOTHERAPY IN NASOPHARYNGEAL CANCER 
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 Intergroup 0099 

•  3Y PFS 69% (CRT) vs.  
 24% (RT alone), p<0.001 

 
 
 
•  3Y OS 78% (CRT) vs.  
 47% (RT alone), p=0.005 

 
•  Local control & distant mets 
 also improved 



 Intergroup 0099 
•  Issues 
–  Flawed study design 
•  Are the benefits from chemo due to concurrent 

administration, adjuvant, or both? 
–  Terminated early after interim analysis showed survival 

benefit 
–  RT alone arm performed worse than expected 
–  Old RT techniques 
–  Many patients enrolled had WHO type I NPC (not EBV-

associated) 
–  Adjuvant PF chemotherapy only feasible in some 

patients 



STUDI&RANDOMIZZATI&FASE&III&
RADIO/CHEMIOTERAPIA&CONCOMITANTE&VS&RT&ESCLUSIVA&



CONTRIBUTO DELLA CHEMIOTERAPIA ADIUVANTE  
DOPO RADIOCHEMIOTERAPIA CONCOMITANTE 



STUDI RANDOMIZZATI FASE III 
CHEMIOTERAPIA ADIUVANTE VS SOLA RT 

 

Trials&fase&III& PAZ& SCHEMA& RFS&%& OS&%&

ROSSI%A%ET%AL%
Italia%

229% Rt%%
Rt!VCA%%

55.8%
57.7%

67.3%
58.5%

CHI%KH%%
ET%AL%
Taiwan%

157% Rt%%
Rt!CFL%
%

49.5%
54.4%

60.5%
54.5%

KWONG%DL%ET%AL%
Hong%Kong%

219% Rt%±%CDDP/5FU+VBM%
CRT%(UFT)%±CDDP/5FU+VBM%

62.5%
65%

80.4%
83.1%



!  To assess the impact of adding chemotherapy to RT on survival 
!  8 trials, 1753 pts 
!  HR for death=0.82 (95% CI 0.71-0.95) 
!  6% absolute survival benefit 

 at 5 years 
!  Greatest benefit from 

 concurrent chemo 
" HR=0.60 (concurrent) 
" HR=0.97 (adjuvant) 
" HR=0.99 (induction) 

Baujat, IJROBP, 2006 

MAC-NPC Collaborative Group •  Conclusions 
– Chemotherapy added to RT in NPC yields a small 

but statistically significant improvement in 
survival 

–  Benefit almost entirely from concurrent 
chemotherapy 

•  However 
– Heterogeneity of studies, patients, chemotherapy 

regimens, and radiotherapy techniques limits 
lessons learned 

– No clear chemotherapy regimen superior to others 
– More effective chemotherapy regimens may exist 



Langendijk,&J.A.&et&al.&J&Clin&Oncol;&22:4604/4612&2004&

a significant benefit in favor of the addition 
of chemotherapy was found (P = .01) with an 
absolute survival benefit of 4% after 3 years.  
 
 
concomitant chemotherapy with radiation is 
the most effective approach to combine 
chemotherapy and radiation in NPC 

neoadjuvant 

concurrent 

adjuvant 

Ten randomized clinical studies           2,450 patients. 



Chen L et al. 

18% of pts allocated to CA-CRT were treated 
by C-CRT alone,  
another 20% discontinued after starting 
adjuvant CHT;  
49% had dose reduction, 
 69% had delays in treatment. 





COMPLIANCE 



•  Induction chemotherapy is likely to be much more tolerable. 
 
•  Upfront use of a potent combination of cytotoxic drugs at an optimal 

dose intensity would be more effective for reduction of distant failure. 
 
•  Induction chemotherapy could shrink the primary tumor to give wider 

margins around delicate normal structures. 
 
•  Regression of bulky lymph nodes by induction chemotherapy could 

minimize marked changes  in the contour of the neck during 
subsequent RT.  

SHIFT FROM ADJUVANT TO INDUCTION 
CHEMOTHERAPY 

ADVANTAGES 



•  Induction chemotherapy delays the commencement of RT 
    (the primary modality for locoregional control).  
 
•  Induction chemotherapy could jeopardize the tolerance to 

subsequent concurrent chemotherapy (the most potent 
sequence for enhancing tumor control). 

SHIFT FROM ADJUVANT TO INDUCTION 
CHEMOTHERAPY 

DISADVANTAGES 



STUDI&RANDOMIZZATI&FASE&III&
CHEMIOTERAPIA&DI&INDUZIONE&E&RT&VS&RT&ESCLUSIVA&
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… New interest in induction CT 

TAXANES 



Induction–concurrent chemoradiotherapy  



TAXANES BASED INDUCTION CHEMOTERAPY FOLLOWED CCRT 

AUTHOR& IC&& CCRT& DOSE&RT& LR&FFR& DISTANT&FFR& OS&

Bossi%
2011%

docetaxel%75%mg/m2%
cisplaVn%
75%mg/m2%5WFU%750%mg/
m2/day%

100%mg/m2%
every%3%weeks%

%

66W70%
IMRT%

90% 87% 87%

Bae%
2010%

Docetaxel%(70%mg/m2)%
cisplaVn%(75%mg/m2)%%
5WFU%(1,000%mg/m2/day)%
for%4%days.%
3%cycle%%

100%mg/m2%
every%3%weeks%

68.4% NR% NR% 86%

Kong%
2010%

docetaxel%75%mg/m%2%,%%
cisplaVn%75%mg/m%2,%5Fu%
500%mg/m2/day120%h]%

cisplaVn%40%mg/
m2%weekly%

70W76%
3D/IMRT%

98% 96% 100%

Hui%
2009%

docetaxel%75%mg/m2%
cisplaVn%75%mg/m2%
2%cycle%

cisplaVn%40%mg/
m2%weekly%

%

66%
2D/IMRT%

NR% NR% 94%

Fountzilas%
2012%

epirubicin%75%mg/m2%
paclitaxel%175%mg/m2%
cisplaVn%75%mg/m2%
3%cycle%%

cisplaVn%40%mg/
m2%weekly%

%

66W70%
2D/3D%

76% 86% 67%

≥&2&CYCLES&
IC&

≥&3CYCLES&
IC&

≥&2&CYCLES&
≥&5&WCYCLES&

≥&3CYCLES&
≥&57WCYCLES&

NR% 60% NR% 50%

100% 97% NR% 97%

100% 86% 66% NR%

100% NA% 74% 10%

NR% 86% 72% 40%



Ongoing randomized trials to evaluate the therapeutic 
benefit of induction–concurrent chemoradiotherapy 



CONCLUSION 
Concurrent CRT is still the standard of care for 
locoregionally advanced nasopharyngeal cancer. 
 
The exact role of adjuvant CT remains unclear 
because it has not been adequately tested and 
the compliance is difficult but in high risk 
patients it may play a role. 
 
The reported failure-free rates and survival rates 
for IC-CRT are encouraging, and this strategy is an 
option to be considered especially for patients 
with extensive locoregional disease infiltrating/ 
abutting critical structures. 
 



CONCLUSION 
Studies on IC-CRT show that tolerance and 
compliance to induction chemotherapy 
are better than adjuvant chemotherapy however, 
the acute toxicity rates are similar. 
 
the Clinical Practice Guidelines in Oncology by the 
National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) has 
included ICCRT as option for patients with 
locoregionally advanced NPC (Category 3 evidence). 
 
Additional improvements are still needed to 
improve the quantity and quality of life of NPC 
patients. 
 


